Chair of Friends, KS4 Rep: Kalyana Maréchal
I danced my PhD stress away while teaching
rock ’n’ roll to fellow researchers.
Treasurer: Manami Staples
I’m a brown belt in karate and studying to be a
Pilates instructor.
Secretary: Suzy Zhang
Multilinguist, enthusiast in education and artificial
intelligence, snowboard coach, motorcyclist,
Latin dancer.
Enrichment Fund Coordinator: Verena Henssler
I drink coffee because I need it, and champagne
because I deserve it!
Lions Supporters Coordinator: Susie Hunt
I love hiking the Wild Wall and have played
lacrosse all over the world.
Events Coordinator, EY Rep, JS Rep: Viki Shin
I love organising events that make kids and
parents feel part of the DCB family.
Culture Club Coordinator: Maggie Song
I have six years of volunteer experience to share
and am eager to make new friends and foster
existing friendships.
Connections Coordinator: Lisa Poepper
Enjoy today! Eat, drink, man and woman!

Coffee and Books Coordinator: Michelle Yuan
Volunteering is part of school life and can also
express my support to the school.
Coffee and Books Coordinator: Almen Lam
Having three beautiful princesses makes me
feel like a queen!
Early Years Rep: Nancy Zhang
I hope everything I’ve fought for will turn out to
be what I want.
Early Years Rep: Kurm Zeng
I’m a happy-go-lucky and easy-going person!

Junior School Rep: Barbara Tsui
Having diverse work experience in lifestyle/design and
architectural media has certainly been adventurous and
interesting!
Junior School Rep: Kate Wang
I signed up for my daughter’s ECA while giving
a presentation to the executive office.
KS3 Rep: Julie Zhu
I have 15+ years of experience in journalism and
communication and a master’s from Tsinghua University.
KS5 Rep: Sophia Liu
I gained discipline through science and engineering
while my management experience taught me to
communicate effectively.
KS5 Rep: Lulu Vargas
I'm from México, have three kids in DCB, and
have lived in Beijing for 12 years.

